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A MESSAGE FROM THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT
Dear Sigma Zetans:

-

.

According to tradition your National President should write a
message for the annual copy of the Sigma Zetan. I would be happy if
the magazine would be so filled with reports of the individual Chapters that my
message would have to be relegated to an
unobtrusive corner where I could say
"Howdy folks."
I have been wondering how this
loosely connected group of Chapters, each
unit relatively small, in a small college,
can accomplish something worth while.
Remember a certain man named Nathaniel
once asked, "Can any good come out of
Nazareth?" and he was told to "Come and
see." And from that small town came a
power which has had more influence on
human destiny than all the empires put
together.

,/

Sigma Zeta can accomplish some big
things if each one of the members will
pledge his or her devoted loyalty and sell
the idea to others. Each Chapter should
grow and new Chapters should be added.
James H. McCloy
Let's think in terms of growth. Let's plan
in terms of growth. Let's grow.
Here is something specific. Within a radius of one-hundred miles
of your college is another college, similar to your own, and the students
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are interested in much the same things as you are. Wouldn't it be nice
to take a small delegation over to the sister institution, have a joint
meeting with their Science Club and suggest affiliation with Sigma
Zeta? You would be doing a double favor. Discuss this at your next
meeting.

4. That no more than four qualified chapters be eligible to
receive $25.00 each on a distance priority.
5. That the National Secretary's expenses be reimbursed to
include his other expenses as well as transportation. (This
does not represent a change in policy.

Try to have enthusiastic interesting programs and preserve the best
ones for the national convention next spring at Stevens Point.

Mr. Busch moved that the proposals be submitted to the Convention.
The motion was seconded and carried.
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Sincerely yours,
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The rest of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of the routine
details of the convention.

James H. McCloy
Epsilon Chapter
Otterbein College
Westerville, Ohio

MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF SIGMA ZETA
PROCEEDING OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL,
OF SIGMA ZETA

The twenty-sixth annual convention of Sigma Zeta was held at
Otterbein College in Westerville, Ohio, with Epsilon Chapter as host.
The meeting was opened, after a 7: 15 breakfast in Barlow Hall, on May
13,1955, by John Bower, National President. The minutes of the previous
convention were approved as published.

The National Council of Sigma Zeta met on Thursday evening,
May 12, 1955, at Westerville, Ohio.
The first order of business was the appointment of the committees
to serve during the convention: Auditing, Nominating, Resolutions,
and Founders' Cup Award. (For the personnel of these committees,
see the minutes of the convention.)
The pamphlets which had been prepared by the President and Recorder-Treasurer for the promotion of the Sigma Zeta Development Fund
were distributed and examined. After considerable discussion about
the best manner in which to publicize and promote the fund, it was
agreed to ask the National Historian to take over the promotional activities for the Fund as an indefinite assignment.
The matter of financing student delegations to the Convention was
reviewed at considerable length. Several schemes have been tried over
the past few years, and it was felt that we had gained considerable experience on which to base a new formula for such reimbursement. The
following proposals were suggested:

-

.

Mr. Bower presented Miss Joanne Yohn, president of Epsilon Chapter.
She read a letter she had received from the president of Otterbein
College and presented Mr. R. F. Martin, Vice-Pres,ident of the College.
In his welcoming remarks, Mr. Martin made some observations on the
growth of Sigma Zeta as he had see~ it over the years. The response
for Sigma Zeta was made by Miss Floy Hurlbut, Past National President.
Roll call of the chapters showed that there were 41 delegates from
eight visiting chapters. The list of registrants is appended to these
minutes.
- The official gavel was displayed, and ,its description was presented
by Mr. F. A. Hanawalt of Epsilon Chapter, a former National President
of Sigma Zeta.

2. That if a National Officer accompanies the student delegation,
no rebate is to be given. It is assumed that the reimbursement awarded the officer will at least indirectly assist the
chapter in sending a delegation.

The following committee appointments were announced: AUDITING-Karl Busch, Pi; Rheba Taylor, Upsilon; Henry Bielstein, Epsilon;
Lois Newman, Xi. NOMINATING-Floy Hurlbut, Xi; F. A. Hanawalt,
Epsilon; Jack Mrochek, Zeta; Yvonne Smith, Nu. RESOLUTIONSRobert Shelley, Xi; Neva Currie, Pi; Russell Cramm, Kappa; Robert Ausland, Nu. FOUNDERS' CUP AWARD-John Bower, Nu; Sister Mary
Clarence, Sigma; Gilbert Faust, Zeta.
The business meeting was then adjourned until afternoon, in order
to permit a field trip to Batelle Memorial Institute in Columbus.

3. That transportation expenses be granted the National Officers
on the basis of the round-trip coach fare from his school to
the convention.

The session was resumed at 1 :45 P.M. Sister Mary Clarence,
National Editor, asked for better cooperation from the chapters in reporting chapter news. She suggested that chapter reports_be ~I"E!pared in the

1. That a chapter must travel at least 250 miles to be eligible
for reimbursement.
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spring before school closes, and th.1!t abstracts of papers presented at the
cOIfventiciribe prepa:red before the papers are presented, and that such
abstracts be turned in at the convention.

Mr. Mrochek invited the 1956 convention to Stevens Point, Wisconsin;
Mr. Lautz issued an invitation to Muncie, Indiana. Mr. Wendt moved
that the convention accept the invitation to Stevens Point. Mr. Cramm
seconded the motion; it was carried.
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The Recorder-Treasurer presented the financial report, a copy of
which is included in these minutes. The report of the proceedings and
discussions of the National Council was presented.

\

Mr. Carleton renewed his pI-edge of $100.00 for the Sigma Zeta
Development Fund, and Epsilon Chapter announced that it was contributing $10.00 to the fund.

The question of admitting graduate students to membership in
Sigma Zeta was raised. There was some objection raised to such membership because it was feared that the presumed superiority of graduate
students might force out participation by undergraduates.

The rest of the meeting was devoted to reports of the committees
which acted during the convention. The Auditing Committee reported
that the Recorder-Treasurer's books were in order. The reports of the
Resolutions Committee and the Founder's Cup Award Committee are
included in these niinutes.

The afternoon session was concluded with the presentation of a
number of student papers.

The Nominating Committee reported the following slate of officers
which was declared elected:

The evening session was devoted to a 6 :30 banquet in the Dining
Hall at which Dr. Allen J. Hynek, of the Department of Astronomy at
Ohio State University, spoke on "Recent Events in the Sky."

National President-James McCloy, Epsilon Chapter
National Vice-President-Zylpha Hurlbut, Upsilon Chapter

The sessions resumed on Saturday morning with an address by Dr.
R. K. Carleton who is one of the men who organized the first chapter of

National Recorder-Treasurer-Gilbert Faust, Zeta Chapter

Sigma Zeta at Alton, Illinois, in 1925. His address was titled "Some
Science Highlights of the Past Quarter Century."

National Historian-Walter Eller, Kappa Chapter
National Editor-Sister Mary Clarence, Sigma Chapter

In the business session which followed, Mr. Miller moved the following resolution. It was seconded by Miss Z. Hurlbut, and was passed:
"That for 1955 and 1956, $25.00 be allocated to each of the four most
distant chapters who send one or more representatives to the national
meeting. Any such chapter must be 250 miles or more distant from the
meeting place. If a national officer is present at the meeting from such
a chapter, the chapter will not be eligible for the $25.00. Announcement
of this matter will be .sent to all chapters by the National RecorderTreasurer at least two months before the national meeting in 1956, and
an order of priority set up."
Mr. Shelley moved that the expenses of the national officers to the
National meeting be reimbursed to the extend of one round trip railroad
fare, effective in 1955 and thereafter. Mr. Busch seconded the motion;
it was carried.
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Past National President-John Bower, Nu Chapter
Mr. Bower presented the gavel to Mr. McCloy, who adjourned the
convention.

REPORT OF THE RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE TO THE
SIGMA ZETA CONVENTION, MAY 14, 1955
Robert Ausland, Nu Chapter, presented the following resolutions:

Mr. Miller moved that a special committee be appointed to study
the matter of graduqte-Blld _hopprary_ mem,b.erships, Mr. Busch seconded
the motion; It was carried.
. -... ' ---_ ... -..

1. That the convention approve a resolution of thanks:
a) To Sister Mary Clarence of Sigma Chapter, our National
Editor, for her many years of service to the organization and
for coming all the way from Texas to be with us at this time;
b) To our hosts at the convention, the officers, sponsors, and
members of Epsilon Chapter, and to the faculty and students of
Otterbein College for their warm and generous hosp'itality;
c) To Dr. A. J. Hynek of Ohio State University for his interesting
and informative lecture, this resolution to be sent to Dr. Hynek
in the form of a letter from the officers of our host chapters.

Mr. Hanawalt moved that a committee of three be appointed to
study the matter of a .~er capita annual fee. Mr. Mrochek seconded the
motion; it was carried ...'" ..--

2. That the convention request our National officers to send a wire
to Mr. S. M. McClure who, long active in Sigma Zeta, was unable
for the first time in many years to attend this convention, express-

In line with the recommendations made on the previous day by the
National Editor, Mr. Wendt moved that the Sigma Zetan reports be prepared in May and that 250-word abstracts of the student papers to he
presented at the convention be prepared in advance and be submitted at
the convention. Mr. Mrochek seconded the motion; it was carried.

,r
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Jewelry Sales:
Gamma
Kappa
Nu
Xi
Rho
Sigma
Tau

ing our appreciation for his many services to the organization
and our regrets at not having the pleasure of his company at this
national convention.
3. That the convention express our appreciation to Mr. R. K. Carleton,
one of the founders of Sigma Zeta, for his participation in this
convention and for his continued interest in Sigma Zeta.

Stationery Sales:
Tau

The presentation was made by Dr. R. K. Carleton, one of the founders
of Sigma Zeta, who presented the cup to PI Chapter, Milliken University,
Decatur, Illinois:

Sigma Zeta Development Fund
Cash Sales at 1954 Convention
Check No. 297 has never been cashed

Fees from chapters:
2 members
Alpha
Gamma 25 members
2 members
Epsilon
17 members
Zeta
32 members
Kappa
18 members
Mu
5 members
Nu
16 members
Xi
7 members
Pi
5 members
Rho
4 members
Sigma
4 members
Tau
Upsilon
5 members

10.00
3.50
1.40

TOT AL RE CE IPTS ______________________________________________________________________________ $1,129.09

EXPENDITURES

.

RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, May 1, 1954 __________________________________________________ -----$ 339.94

1.50
1.50

1. Pi chapter contributed substantially to the success of this convention in presenting two student papers.
2. Pi chapter has carried on a good program of activities including
field trips, movies, and speakers.
3. Pi chapter has attended two successive conventions, this time
with a delegation of 8 students and one faculty member.
4. Pi chapter has recovered· rapidly in the last three years from a
serious slump in the activities of the chapter.

May 1, 1955

176.62
30.86
2.00
63.70
26.75
41.82
9.00
350.75

REPORT OF THE FOUNDERS' CUP AWARD COMMITTEE
TO THE CONVENTION, MAY 14, 1955

SIGMA ZETA HONORARY SCIENCE SOCIETY
FINANCIAL REPORT
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Jewelry (College Shop Contract) ___________________________________________________ $ 350.00
1954 Convention Expenses:

Sigma Chapter - Travel
21.40
Tau Chapter - Travel
19.20
Epsilon Chapter - Travel
29.40
Mu Chapter - Travel
30.00
Kappa Chapter for convention expenses 75.00
F. A. Hanawalt
17.25
John Bower
7.90
G. W. Faust
23.80
223.95

$ 6.00
75.00
6.00
51.00
96.00
54.00
15.00
48.00
21.00
15.00
12.00
8.00 (part payment)
15.00

Office Expenses:
Postage
Supplies
Corporate report
Engraving - Founders Cup
G. W. Faust - 1954-55 salary
Membership certificates
Development Fund folders

9.00
3.58
1.00
3.23
50.00
10.50
19.00
96.31

422.00

Sigma Zetans
156.85
TOT AL EXPEND ITURES ________________________________________________________________ $ 827.11
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BALANCE ON HAND, May 1, 1955________________________________________________

301.98
$1,129.09

ZETA (6)
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

May 13, 1955-Books audited and found in order.
Karl H. D. Busch, Pi chapter; Lois Jean Newman, Xi;
Rheba Taylor, Upsilon; Henry Bielstein, Epsilon.

Faith Pomerening
Joanne Nowak
Gilbert Faust
Don Christoff,ersen
Don Parmelee
Jack Mrochek

KAPPA (5)

LAST YEAR:
Balance on hand, April 10, 1953
Fees from chapters
Jewelry sales
Other income

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

349.22
509.00
464.14
7.40
$1,329.76

Jewelry
1953 Convention expenses
Office expense
Sigma Zetans
Refunds

NU (7)

$500.00
206.42
85.05
197.35
5.00
993.82

BALANCE on hand, May 1, 1954 ____________________________________________________ $ 335.49

Arnold Wendt
Russell H. Cramm
Lawrence Hufendick
Louis L. Myers
James M. Peek

-

.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

John Bower
Robert Ausland
Yvonne Smith
Dorothy Studnicka
Irene Derr
Dick Goodspeed
Wally Cordes

XI (6)
47. Robert Shelley

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
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D. E. Miller
George Lautz
Jack Bratton
Lois J. Newman
Floy Hurlbut

PI (9)
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Neva Currie
Dolores Barone
Lawrence Turner
Robert Swengel
Jack Martie
William Adcock
Carl J ohner
Kert Berrey
Karl Busch

SIGMA (2)
62. S,ister Elizabeth Ann
63. Sister Mary Clarence
UPSILON (3)
64. Rheba Taylor
65. Zylpha Hurlbut
66. James Rees

REGISTRANTS AT THE 1955 CONVENTION OF SIGMA ZETA,
MA Y 12, 13, 14, 1955
ALPHA (3)
(Names not recorded)
EPSILON (25)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Joanne Yohn
Henry Bielstein
Dorothy Niemeyer
Mary Hilderbrandt
Clara Johnson
Bill Cramer
Everett Hodapp
Sterling Williamson
James McCloy
Barbara Saum

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Paul Warnes
Tom Hebble
Roy Rodock
F. A. Hanawalt
L. J. Michael
E. W. E. Schear
Amy Hammond
Ellis Patrick
Ted Huston
Jerry Lingrel
Maureen O'Connell
Barbara Reynolds
Mary Ho Hoyer
Stanley Czerwinski
C. W. Botts

SOME SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PAST'
THREE DECADES
By Dr. R. K. Carleton
One of the Founders of Sigma Zeta

•

I

When I received Professor Hanawalt's letter several months ago
inviting me to speak today, I was very pleased and highly honored.
During the Winter months I have worked quite diligently putting together what I felt would provide appropriate remarks. Today however,
as I stand before you, I am not at all sure that what I have to say is
fully adequate for such an occasion. I propose, with your permission, to
trace rather briefly, some of the significant developments in scientific
outlook and viewpoints, since the date of Sigma Zeta's founding in 1925.
The one and only previous time it was my privilege to visit the
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It is indeed a great honor to be here today, and I would like to contrast
briefly, some aspects of the kind of a world Sigma Zeta started inwith the kind it has gone through-and with the future it faces. This
will in no wise be a detailed comparison, but rather an emphasis on a
few of the highlights, of the years that have passed.

These statements seem to us today to
about this period that the famous Scopes
which concerned itself with the question of
tion in the schools of that State without
appear today quite ludricrous.

Back in 1925, when three professors of Science at Shurtleff College
saw a need and planned to meet that need effectively, mankind was
somewhat naive about life and its endless problems. Let me quote for
you from Dr. R. A. Millikan-a Nobel prize winner and one of the
outstanding leaders of Science of that day. He said:

But let us look at another viewpoint which indicated some confusion
in our thinking of that day. On the 2nd of January, 1925, there
appeared in the New York Times an article by Mr. Julian Huxley,
wherein he says of American educational institutions:
"In the State universities I found the
professors ready to give their opinions
freely on evolution, but in theological
schools many of them were afraid to speak
except with extreme caution.

be almost absurd, yet it was
trial in Tennessee was held
teaching the theory of evolurestriction. Such situations

And yet it was apparent to many, that Science held great opportunities for the human race. Later that same year, the American Association
for the Advancement of Science met in Washington, D.C. President
Coolidge in his address to the organization said:

"The most ancient art-and still an
art emerges into the most modern science,
one that began to develop with the "Machine Age" and never will be completed.

True enough, when this statement was made we had been through
World War I for several years, and we had reached a point where we
felt we had the answers to many problems. We were in the 'Machine
Age' and Dr. Millikan, it seems to me defined pretty clearly and succinctly
the purposes and objectives of Science. It appeared that Science was an
invaluable adjunct to our daily living.
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The U.S. is the only country in the
world where the attempt is being made to
split science into sects. Apparently
there is a Methodist biology, a Baptist
biology, a Catholic biology-a biology
for every denomination. If a professor
in a Methodist college teaches Baptist
biology or just plain biology, he is dismissed".

Otterbein campus was in April, 1930 I believe, on the occasion of the first
Sigma Zeta conclave held away from the Shurtleff College campus where
it was founded. That trip over from Alton, Illinois was made in three
automobiles, with Mrs. Carleton and me acting as chaperones for
eleven science undergraduates. That trip provided both of us with some
real thrills at the time, and with deep and lasting memories ever since.

We need science in education and much
more of it than we now have, not primarily to train technicians for the industries, which demand them, though that may
be important, but much more to give everybody a little glimpse of the scientific
mode of approach to life's problems".

THE SIGMA ZETAN

.

.

"It is a wonderful thing to live in a
time when the search for truth is the
foremost interest of the human race.
It has taken endless ages to create in
men the courage that will accept the
truth simply because it is the truth.
Ours is a generation of pioneers in
this new faith. Not many of us are
endowned with the kind of mental equipment that can employ the scientific
method in seeking the truth. But we
have advanced so far that we do not
fear the results of that process.
We ask no recantations from honesty
and candor. We know that we need
truth; and we turn to you men of
Science and of faith, eager to give
you all encouragement in your quest
for it".

We therefore, at that time needed only to look around us and Science
would provide the answer. It would provide the key which would unlock
the treasure houses of knowledge and achievement. S5.gma Zeta came
into being at an auspicious time-there was a definite need of such an
organization which would give adequate recognition to the value of Science
in th~ c~rricula of the smaller Christian college. There were such
orgamzatIOns in the large universities, but none for the smaller schools.
Y.ou are no ~oubt th?rou¥,hly familiar with the small beginnings of
SIgma Zeta, sInce at fIrst It was to be a purely local organization, concerned only with the recognition and furtherance of science training on
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the Shurtleff College campus. Almost immediately, some of the science
people at the neighboring McKendree College were interested and very
shortly Beta chapter came into being on that campus. The subsequent
development and expansion is well known.

Moreover, between 1920 and 1940, more effective, yet awful modes of
warfare had been developed.

I must confess that when World War II came along, I was almost
convinced that Sigma Zeta would follow the pattern of some other similar
organizations during that trying period and be forced to terminate its
existence. My time was fully occupied during that time with other
interests during the war and I sort of lost track of Sigma Zeta until the
war was over. Imagine my surprise and my personal satisfaction to
realize that the Rociety was not only in existence, but was continuing to
hold its annual conventions and was expanding. I think it was about
that time that the idea was born to award a Founders' Cup to encourage
the~ various chapters to put forth their very best efforts at all times.
I can assure you that we three men, Professor Powell of Michigan State
College; Professor List of Ottawa University and I have enjoyed a lot
of personal satisfaction in seeing that cup awarded each year.
Through the years since 1925 many events of world shaking significance have occurred to affect and change or at least modify our points
of view. Just when we thought that things were getting into a solid
condition the depression of 1929 struck. Many thousands of persons
were thrown out of employment and industry was forced to retrench
and in many instances to rebuild. During the succeeding years to 1940,
with many fundamental modif.ications in our political and economic
outlook taking place, science had to become adaptable and be ready for
the new opportunities and new products that were about to make their
appearance. But then in 1941 (and we all know of that fateful December
7th) the second world war burst upon us.
During and immediately following the first world war, people had
had some introduction not only to the application of scientific developments to war but also their adaptability to peacetime pursuits. For example, during the first world war, poison gases had been used effectively
in slowing down or inhibiting military attack. This innovation had been
unleashed by the enemy at Ypres in April, 1915 and very soon afterward
the allies had retaliated in kind most effectively. Following the termination of that war, a situation existed somewhat comparable to that
in which we found ourselves thirty years later, after the first atomic bomb
had been released upon two Japanese communities. Both of these deadly
weapons, though developed thirty years apart, represented a new and
awful force for the destruction of life and which either must be outlawed
or else adapted to peaceful uses. For nearly a quarter of a century,
until the outbreak of World War II, vast quantities of poison gases were
produced and stored by this country as a defensive weapon. In the
meantime a number of peacetime uses for some of the poison gases,
especially phosgene had been developed through agricultural research.
During World War II poison gas warfare was not indulged in-this for
several reasons. In general, its use was frowned upon by most countries.
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With the termination of World War II therefore, and immediately
thereafter, scientific achievementR and the production and adaptation
of new products took place which hitherto were undreamed of. Science
had to be ready to meet this challenge. During the ,twenties and the
thirties, we had heard the term "Technocracy" used to a great degree.
One of our great industrialists of Detroit, Michigan, Mr. Henry Ford
the elder was a strong exponent of this term. It was coined to imply
that the pursuit and application of science would solve many, if not all
the problems of mankind. The term has long since vanished, but in its
place has come a term, familiar to everyone because of the results it has
achieved. That is the term Research. Mankind has practiced research
from time immemorial, without however, thinking of it or recognizing
it by that name. Man has ever been searching for new things-new ways
to make his place in the world safer and more enjoyable than ever before.
But not until recent years has the tempo of research effort become as
rapid as in the last two decades. Changes in our mode of living are
coming now almost overnight-in our transportation-in our foodsyes, in almost every facet of our daily existence. In general we welcome
these changes, although sometimes it does seem as if they come almost
faster than we can adjust ourselves to them. I am convinced that the
men responsible for starting your Society, were fully conscious of the
implications of the term Research and the benefits it gives to society.
Recognition of the fundamental aims of research therefore, has always
underlain the objectives of Sigma Zeta.
Let's take a look at the emphasis that was being placed upon research in 1935. To give you an idea let me quote some statements from
an article entitled "The Romance of Research" by Mason E. Hufford
appearing in volume 35 of School Science and Mathematics. He says:
"Recently there appeared on a menu card in a dining
car on one of our best known railroads the following
significant statement: 'We live in a wonderful age. It
has been said that man has made greater advancement
in the last hundred years than in all his previous existence. ' 'The last century was the greatest period of all
time, in material development, in mechanical invention,
in scientific discovery, and in the application of natural
elements and forces to the use of man. But the discoveries of the present century indicate that we are
moving forward at a pace surpassing all previous
records'. Pasteur once said 'Science is the soul of prosperity of nationR and the living source of all progress.
What really leads us forward is a few scientific discoveries and their application'.
Most of the countless array of things can be traced

15
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back one by one to their origin in the industrial scientific
laboratory which is a factory for the conversion of
principles and laws into practical applications. One of
the first of these ventures in the field of applied science
was the establishment of the research laboratory of the
Bell Telephone Company in 1876. At the outset,
Alexander Graham Ben and his aS'sistant Thomas
Watson Constituted the staff. In the space of 60 years
since that time, i.e. by 1935, the staff has grown from
two to 1300 college and university graduates. The
maintenance in men and equipment reaches millions of
dollars.

and women devoted to the purpose of finding more truth. Especially
teach the youth of the land that their moral and spiritual codes as much
as their food and health depend upon science for their direction, that the
advancement of civilization can come only through the revelations of
scientific research. Make the coming generatlion realize their responsibility in the generous support of scientific leadership of the country
and the liberal giving of material needs for carrying on its work. If we
rise to the advancement of our country we shall have no need to defend
it.

Every war has been a great stimulus (even though
an unwanted one) to industrial research. The efficient
production of glycerine as well as its low price and
its easy availability is directly traceable to the huge
demands for it through the past World Wars. Before
World War I the du Pont laboratories comprised 212
men. Now (1935) there are ten laboratories. More
than $6,000,000 was spent between 1912 and 1918 by
that company. By its research staff, an estimated
saving of $82,000,000 has been effected by new methods
and new products.
Research affects every aspect of our daily living.
Since 1900 six out of
every 1000 lives have been saved. This represents the
saving of 183 lives every 24 hours. In two decades
the average length of life has been increased ten years.
The annual cost of illness in America is nearly sixteen
billion dollars. Since 1900 medical research has been
able to save for our country alone 600,000 lives annually".

It is a most inviting field.

In 1935 we were viewing science and science teaching much in the
manner indicated by the following. Much of the correction of a dangerously mistaken and irresponsible attitude toward pure science on the
part of the public, may be improved by present day teachers. Every
instructor has been sufficiently impressed that his every word in some
degree modifies the thought and action of the future. Let the teachers
of today therefore impress upon the citizens of tomorrow that every
industrial advance goes back to the laws and principles of pure science
discovered by investigators working for the pure love of extending the
bounds of human knowledge. Put it as the foreword of every science
textbook that every step in material, moral and spiritual progress depends
upon the discoveries of pure science through the unselfish work of men
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This we were saying in 1935. How little did we know of the period
we were to go through between then and 1945. By this latter year,
World War II was approaching its end. People were becoming pretty
familiar with radar. It is a word which is spelled the same forward
and backward. It means radio detecting and ranging; ra (radio) d
(detecting) a (and) r (ranging). The spelling gives a clue to what it
is-a radio echo. Thirty-two years before, Dr. A. H. Taylor and Leo C.
Young of the Naval Research Laboratory discovered that certain radio
waves bounced back from steel like the echo from a cliff. This was the
beginning of radar as we know it today. Other pioneers rapidly picked
up the idea and intensive research was carried on. These men included
Maj. Gen. Roger B. Colton, U.S. Army, Dr. John H. Dellinger of the
National Bureau of Standards and Robert M. Page of the Naval Research
Laboratory. It is agreed among military men we might have lost the
war 10 years prior to its beginning, had not these pioneers persevered in
radar research. The Axis got its first taste of radar from the U. S. on
the night now famous in history of November 14, 1942 in the Southwest
Pacific off Guadalcanal. Probably no instrument as competent as radar
has ever been developed in such a short space of time. There is no
question today about the value and widespread usage of it in peacetime
pursuits.
But in 1945 another development that had been going on for several
years, culminated in the greatest destructiveness the world had ever
seen when the first atomic bomb was dropped on the Japanese city of
Hiroshima on August 12th of that year. History records that it accomplished itS' purpose, but it also handed to mankind the greatest scientific
problem which man has ever faced. What to do with the tremendous
power that was now known to be available to mankind. Could it be
turned to peacetime uses? In the intervening years we are beginning to
realize that this can be done, but the progress has been slow. For a long
time, it constituted a problem which was literally "too hot" for any
nation to want to handle. However, under the dynamic leadership of our
present national administration, working through the United Nations
it does begin to appear that the problem of peacetime uses of atomic
energy will be brought to a satisfactory solution. Already in this country
through the combined efforts of several large industrial companies plans
are being laid for nuclear power production through investments of their
own funds. During the past year four teams of industrial organizations
have been making -economic and engineering studies of nuclear power
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prod uction.
1.
2.
3.
4.

suffering. All these fruits of tomorrow's science promise to lift burdens
and raise the standard of living of all of us. R.ecently, Brigadier General
David Sarnoff, chairman of the board of R.C.A. was asked to state his
prediction of science in the future. He said that he believed that in the
next twenty-five years there would be greater development in scientific
achievement than had taken place in the whole pervious history of our
country.

They are : -

Commonwealth Edison Public Service of Ill., (Illinois)
Monsanto Chemical-Union Electric, (Missouri)
Detroit Edison-Dow Chemical, (Michigan)
Pacific Gas & Electric-Bechtel Corporation, (California)

Some of these organizations have expressed interest in proceeding
with investments of their own funds.

Unfortunately, science tends to be a partial view of like-a narrow
view. The cold sharp tools of science have not been effective in penetrating
the area of human emotions, purposes and values. "It is the Nemesis
of the struggle for exactitude by the men of science" according to H. S.
Jennings, "that leads him to present a mutilated, merely fractional account
of the world as a true and complete picture".

During 1954, the president of the United States presented his
"Atoms for Peace Plan" which seems to be the path that should be
followed not only by this country, but by other nations as well. But
let's take a brief look into the future and see what the scientific world
of the future may be. On November 16th, 1954, Hugh L. Dryden, a
member of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics gave a talk
before the Cosmos Club of Washington, D.C. His remarks appeared in
the December 24th issue of Science under the caption of The Scientist
in Contemporary life. Perhaps some of you read a letter written recently
by Albert Einstein, given wide publicity in the press wherein he states:

Science advances by purposely taking a limited and incomplete
view of complex events. Recently, Arthur H. Compton, a Nobel prize
winner and now Chancellor of Washington University in St. Louis,
Missouri, spoke at a conference which had for its theme "Man's Hopes
and the New Need for Human Responsibility". He saw much hope for
the future of man because (to quote him) "man is a being of spiritual
aspiration, of human feeling and emotion". To Compton it seems that:

"If I were a young man again and had to decide to
make my living, I would not try to become a scientist
or scholar or teacher. I would rather choose to be a
plumber or a peddler in the hope to find the modest degree of independence still available under present
circumstances" .

"the hope for the longer future lies in a growing understanding of the conditions for the good life of man in a
world of science and technology, and the acceptance of
a morality that is consistent with these conditions".
Scientists, as well as others have come to realize that atrophy of
the moral and spiritual life is inconsistent with well-rounded development.
Man's life at its fullest is a trinity of activity, mental and spiritual and
physical. Man must cultivate all three if he is not to be imperfectly
developed. Science never can provide, in my judgement, any substitute
for Christian principles, which underly the school in which Sigma Zeta
was founded, as well as this school where we are meeting today.

For one whose life represents the epitome of science, this seems
a rather strange-almost ungrateful statement to make. Yet this is
but one of several similar incidents that highlight the reaction of many
scientists to the political and social environment in which they work.
The shadow of the A-bomb and the H--bomb hanging over the world
like the sword of Damocles has intensified this growing distrust of
scientific and technologic advance. It is therefore essential for the
welfare of both scientist and society, that these unsatisfactory attitudes
be corrected by mutual understanding and cooperation.
Through science, each of us may have the equivalent of 30 slaves
sweating for him without the suffering and shame of human slavery.
Each of us can rent 50 million dollars' worth of telephone equipment for
ten cents. Further exploitation of the physical world will in time bring
new marvels of labor-saving devices, automatic factories (Walter Reuther,
pres. of C.I.O. reported recently over television that today an automobile
engine is manufactured in its entirety in fifteen minutes without the
a~d of a single human hand. That is automation 'extrordinaire',) rocket
aIrplanes, space ships and the like. The weather may be adjusted to
suit our needs or whims, perhaps not tomorrow but some day. New
drugs and advances in medical knowledge will further relieve pain and
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We have taken a brief look at the period in which Sigma Zeta got its
start. We recogniw the difficult periods through which it has continued
its development. We know that Sigma Zeta has contributed much throughout the years. It is continuing to do so today. We are confident that we
are approaching a period of prosperity and Peace which will be unequalled
in the annals of mankind. I am sure you will agree with me that Sigma
Zeta is well equipped to meet any new challenge with which it may be
faced.
To be with you at this convention has been a source of deep satisfaction to Mrs. Carleton and me· We extend to you and the chapters you
represent our sincere and lasting wishes for the continued development
of Sigma Zeta Science Society and its constituent chapters.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE EARTHS ROTATION
ON THE PREVAILING WINDS
By Henry BieIstein, Epsilon Chapter
Otterbein College, WesterviIIe, Ohio

As we know, the air currents, or winds, of our atmosphere, are the
primary factors controlling the weather of the earth. These winds,
which continuously blow in a definite direction, have been taken for
granted by many of us. That is why we have attempted to explain
this interesting phenomenon.
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As can be seen from the illustration A, if the earth were stationary,
the air currents would move due north and south (solid arrows). This
motion would be the result of the convection currents caused by the heating and cool'ing of the earths surface. Because the earth is warmest
in the region of the equator, the air continually rises, and causes the
cooler air on the surface to flow to the equator. The warmed air begins
to get cooler as it flows up and out from the equator, and in the region of
30 degrees N. and 30 degrees S., a portion of the air returns to the earths
surface. From these areas, the air flows both to the polar regions, and
to the equator.
Now if we take into account the fact that the earth is revolving, we
realize why the winds don't flow north and south, but, in the northern
hemisphere, prevail from the' southwest and northeast (dotted arrows).
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As we know, an object moving from a rapidly moving area to a slower
area will overshoot the slower; conversely, an object moving to a more
rapidly moving area, will, in effect, move backwards. Since the speed
of rotation of the earths surface increases from the poles to a maximum
at the equator, the winds moving toward the equator will be deflected
b::ckward, or westerly. Winds moving away from the equatorial region
wIll be deflected to the east, thus giving us in the Temperate Zone our
p,revaili,ng w~sterlies. It might be pointed out that only the surface winds
fIgure III thIS account, the higher winds moving out from the equator
having no influence on the weather.
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soil separating the bogs today.
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One area is located twelve miles north of Hartford City on state
road three. The other is located one mile north of state road twenty-six
and approximately four and one half miles east of Fairmount. The,
latter is called Lake Galatia. Both bogs are drained annually and the
peat taken from them for commercial use.
Due to artificial drainage and numerous construction projects this
area has undergone a tremendous change in the last century and a half.
The swamps have been drained and are now being cultivated. Lake
Galatia once covering ten acres and reported to have been one hundred
feet deep now covers approximately seven acres and is less than thirty
feet deep. The once vast forests surrounding the lake and socalled prairie
have all been destroyed. Today the lake is bordered on one side by a
narrow band of trees composed mostly of silver and red maple with some
elm and willow.

As a striking experiment demonstrating this phenomenon, we may
take a globe which can be revolved at a fairly rapid rate. While revolving it, water should be poured on to the pole, and permitted to run
down the s~rface far onto the lower half. If done with care, the drop
of water wIll leave a path approximating that of illustration B, thus
N

Ecological studies of pollen found in these bogs suggest that the
area once supported coniferous forests.

A PARADOX IN SCIENCE NITROGEN MUSTARDS
EQUATOR

By C. H. Johner, Pi Chapter
James Millikin University
Decatur, Illinois
•

S
vividly showing the effect of the revolutions of the earth upon our most
important weather causing factor, the winds.

THE STUDY OF A BOG IN CENTRAL INDIANA
By Norene Slack and Rheba Taylor
Upsilon Chapter,
Anderson College, Anderson, Indiana

We are primarily concerned with two bog areas in central Indiana
which were no doubt connected at one time. This is suggested by the muck

'l

The name nitrogen mustard is derived from the structure and
similarity in toxic properties of these compounds to mustard gas which
has the formula 2,2' -dichlorodiethylsufide.
The various methods that are used in the synthesis of the nitrogenmustards are based upon the chlorination of the corresponding tertiary
2,2' -dihydroxyalkylamines in the presence of a solvent. The most generally used chlorinating agent is thionyl chloride.
During World War II a ship carrying a cargo of mustard gases was
bombed. When' doctors examined survivors who had come in contact
with the gases, they made the startling discovery that the white-blood
cells had rapidly been destroyed while the red-blood cells remained intact.
Thus the impetus was given to the start of investigations of the mustard
compounds that have proven so valuable to modern medical science (2).
Some of the more intensive studies made of the nitrogen mustards
as therapeutic agents include the use of methyl-bis (beta-chloroethyl)
aminehydrochloride and tris (beta-chloroethyl) aminehydrochloride for
Hodgkin's disease (disease of lymph system), lymphosarcoma, leukemia
and related disorders (3). Methyl-bis (beta-chloroethyl) aminehydrochloride has also been used in the treatment of related neoplastic (any new
or abnormal formation; a tumor) diseases and related disorders of the
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hemopoietic system (pertaining to blood formation) (4).

The fact that diverse cells and tissues subjected to nitrogen mustards
showed .marked metabolic defects, has given rise to the theory that primary
mechamsm of action of the vesicants is the inactivation of essential
cellular enzymes. This theory has been proven in the case of the
phosphokinases which are concerned with phosphate transfer in cells.

Literally hundreds of related compounds of the nitrogen mustards
studied thus far, remain to be synthesized and evaluated. Thus in the
nitrogen mustards there exists a series of compounds which can reproduce in many ways the effects of X-Rays and which offer wide fields
of investigation in chemistry and biology (4) (13) (5).

The treatment of patients having Hodkin's disease with nitrogen
mustards has nearly always given some benefit as a result of chemotherapy.
Clinical results in some cases of the therapeutic effects, a selective action
on primitive cells in sufficiently large doses, have been dramatic. Whether
or not the halogenated alkylamines are superior to radiation treatment
in Hodgkin's disease cannot as yet be stated, but sufficient experience
shows that remissions may be induced in patients whose disease no
longer responds to roentgen irradiation and in some cases remissions may
be induced where roentgen treatment has no effects (3).

As a result of studies on nucleotoxic action of the nitrogen mustards,
it has been shown that the mitotic activity of a variety of cells from
representative unicellular, invertebrate, amphibian, mammalian and higher plant organisms is peculiarly sensitive to inhibition by minimum
effective doses (5). No other class of chemical agents has been shown
to have such specificity of action on chromosomal mechanisms. Similar
effects have been obtained only by use of short-wave radiation of X-ray
and ultra-violet.

Leukemia has been treated with nitrogen mustards with the result
that some favorable result have been obtained in cases of chronic leukemias
which seem to warrant further use of the drugs, whereas in treatment
of subacute and acute leukemias the results have not been favorable and
adverse effects resulting in deaths have been encountered, frequently
the bone narrow of the patient being affected (4).

. Another important observation of treatment of the related neoplastic
dIseases mentioned is that in several cases sensitivity of the tumor tissue
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to radiation therapy returned after a course of treatment. And as a
rule, local and immediate systemic reactions appear to be less severe after
chemotherapy with the betachloroethylamines than after irradiation, and
dermatitis (inflamation of the skin) due to the latter is avoided. This
type of therapy should prove cheaper than roentgen particularly in cases,
of patients not confined to bed. No costly equipment is needed. However, the safety margin is also narrow. The maximum tolerated dose is
usually not much larger than the minimum therapeutic dose. In experimental work 'on mice it was found that the determing factor in dosage
was the severity of side effects at the desired dose level. Thus, the factor
determining the choice of one of these compounds for chemotherapy of
tumors in humans will also probably be based on the severity of the side
effects as compared to the mustard effects. As a result it can be stated
that the nitrogen mustards now in common use for the chemotherapy of
tumors may very well "not" be the best nitrogen mustards for this purpose (9).

The nitrogen mustards owe their physiological activity to a basic
cher:tic~l r~action which they share in common, namely intramolecular
cyclIzatlOn m a polar solvent to form a cyclic onium cation with liberation
of the chloride ion. The onium cation reacts readily with anions and
various uncharged nucleophilic molecules. It is the great reactivitv of the
oni~m cat~on ~hich imparts to this group of vesicants (compomids producmg. blIst~rmg effec.ts) their varied actions (5). The outstanding
systemI'c actIOn of the mtrogen mustards is that which causes in a manner
still unexplained, .t~e ~eath of cells. G.eneralizing, it may be stated that
cellular susceptabIlIty IS related to prolIferative activity. Blood elements
and mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract first reflect cytotoxic action of
the mustards. Severity of effects is in direct relation to dosage.

The toxic effects of the beta-chloroethylaminehydrochlorides on the
hemopoietic tissues are in some respects merely extensions of the therapeutic effects. Although the chemicals seem to have a selective action
on primitive cells in sufficiently large doses the compounds affect all
~lements of the bone narrow, producing a decided leukopenia (deficiency
m number of leukocytes). Results seem to indicate that information and
data on dosages and frequency of doses is of utmost importance in treatment using these compounds (8). It has been found that in some cases
of inoperable cancer of the lung the intravenous injection of nitrogen
mustards may bring about partial regression of pulmonary and metastatic
lesions (transferring of disease from one organ to another).

THE SIGMA ZETAN

Many of the nitrogen mustards were studied during the war and
some were considered as water contaminants, the mustard solutions producing rapid lethal effects (6).
The nitrogen mustards are considered of possible importance in regard
to inactivation of the infecting of the nucleo-protein tobacco mosaic (11)
and bushystunt viruses (12).
Some of the most recent work done in the synthesis of compounds
related to nitrogen mustard has been done by workers at Millikin
University. Their therap€utic value-if any-remains to be discovered.

.

"

Thus, it appears to be evident that out of weapons created by man
to destroy and cause suffering has come a class of chemical compounds
that possess unique characteristics that can serve and reduce suffering
in man; a paradox in science.
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Cats that a~e kept in the house during the winter months are
especially prone to develop an obstruction. This is accounted for because
the cat continually sheds its hair in this environment; in turn, the more
it sheds, the more it licks itself thereby introducing hair into the
digestive tract. In time this may form an obstruction that is fatal to the
animal.
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12. Bawdon, F.C., and Firie, N.W., (unpublished work done in London)
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13. Tempel, R., Research student at Millikin University, Department
of Chemistry, April 1944.

*The bezoars displayed were from the collection at Otterbein College,
and from the Veterinary College of Ohio State University through the
kindness of Dr. Clarence Cole.
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CITY, MO.

Feb. 3

WEST POINT, N. Y.-Cadet Kaye D. Lathrop, 22, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur A. Lathrop, 903 S. Johnson St., Macomb, IlL, is a member
this season of the U. S. Military Academy's wrestling team at West
Point, N. Y.

f
DISCUSSION AND EXHIBITION~
OF BEZOARS

,

Cadet Lathrop was picked from almost 1800 men of the upper three
classes to wrestle with the team. The academy participates in ten
varsity sports during the winter season.

l

A member of Kappa Sigma Kappa and Sigma Zeta fraternities, he
is a former student at Western Illinois State College.

By John T. Huston, Epsilon Chapter
Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio

Cadet Lathrop received his appointment to West Point by Congressional appointment.

Bezoars are balls of hair or plant fiber found in the first stomach,
the rumen, of ruminant animals. Originally a bezoar was any foreign or
abnormal object in the digestive tract of animals.
Although these "hair-balls" are usually found in the first stomachs
of ruminant animals, accounts of them in the reticulem, omasum, and
abomasum or second, third, and fourth stomachs respectively have been
given.
Dr. Cole of the Department of Veterinary Medicine, Ohio State
University, states that bezoars are found even .in the ceca.e of swine;
although in ruminants, they are more prevalent in the rumen.
Usually these balls of hair have little or no effect upon the general
health of the animal. In rare instances small bezoars may lodge in the
sphincters between the stomachs and obstruct the passage of food.

ARMY HOME TOWN NEWS CENTER, KANSAS
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CITY, MO.

Aug. 12

Army 1st Lt. Paul Middleton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard E.
Middleton, 231 S. Hampton Dr., Silver Spring, Md., is taking his internship in medicine at Fitzsimons Army Hospital, Denver. Lieutenant
Middleton, whose wife, Anne, is with him in Denver, is a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Ch:i, Sigma Zeta and Alpha Omega Alpha
fraternities. He is a 1951 graduate of the University of Richmond and
a 1955 graduate of the Medical College of Virginia.
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NEWS FROM THE CHAPTERS
Pi Chapter
James Milliken University
Decatur, Illinois

Nu Chapter
Northern Illinois State College
DeKalb, Illinois

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

The 1954-1955 year started off
with a scientific Magic Show given
for prospective members of Sigma
Zeta. During the past year we
have had eight student papers, two
films and three outside speakers
at our meetings. Dr. Kitmus of
the Lincoln Laboratories spoke on
"Ubiquitous Steroids", Dr. Wagner
of Staley's Mfg. Co. spoke on
"Starches", and Mr. Bandelin on
"Advances in Public Health".

The past year has been a busy
one for the Nu Chapter. In January, a formal initiation ceremony
was held for nine new members
making our total membership for
the year, twenty-two.

We have also had field trips
to the Standard Oil Co. at Wood
River, Ill.; the St. Louis Botanical
Gardens; and Irwin Neisler Pharmaceutical Mfg. Co. of Decatur,
Ill.
A group of eight students and
a faculty member attended the
National Sigma Zeta Convention
at Otterbein College, Westerville,
Ohio, where two members presented papers. Other members attended the National Meeting of the
American Chemical Society, the
Illinois Academy of Science, and
the Illinois Association of Chemistry Teachers, where members of
Pi Chapter, acted as hosts. Our
members will also act as hosts during the Open House for the new
Scovill Science Hall of Milliken
University.
Money was raised
through the sale of Chemistry lab
aprons and the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.
Sincerely,
Dolorres Barone
Sec.-Treas.

between the various science clubs
of chemistry, geology, physic and
biology and the Home Economics
Club.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Studnicka
Secretary
---0'--Sigma Chapter, Sigma Zeta
Our Lady of the Lake College
Sa.n Antonio 7, Texas

were played.
In May a special meeting was
called at which officers for the
year 1955-1956 were elected. They
are: Anne Reinarz, president;
Kathy Miller, vice-president; and
Mary Jane Zotz, secretary-treasurer.
Sincerely,
Anne Reinarz,
President
---0.---

Dear Editor:

In February, Grant Halladay
was our speaker for our annual
Ira Jenks Memorial Lecture. His
colorful slides added much to his
interesting talk on his adventures.

Sigma Chapter of Sigma Zeta
was lEd during the year of 19541955 by Catherine Daly, president;
Kathy Miller, vice-president; and
Anne Reinarz, secretary-treasurer.
The formal initiation of new members was held October 18. The
next evening all old and new members attended the Chapter's annual
banquet.

In April, we had the Northern
District of the Junior Academy
of Science here with many high
school students exhibiting their
projects. The members of Sigma
Zeta provided campus tours of N.I.,
a picnic, movies, and a lecture by
Dr. Levardson of the Biology Department.

The group made it a practice to
have reports given at monthly
meetings along with discussing
business. These reports were on
subjects of current interest and
modern developments in science.
On November 9 the members attended a lecture given by Dr. Burton from Notre Dame.

In May, six members and one
faculty member, Dr. Bower, attended the National Sigma Zeta Convention at Otterbein College in
Ohio. We also sponsored a movie
here on campus. Later that month,
a picnic was held where an informal initiation ceremony took place.

During February an assembly
was given for the entire student
body of Our Lady of the Lake
College. A talk on wild flowers
was given while colored slides were
shown.

The new officers for the year
are:
Bob Franke, president
Dick Goodspeed, vice-president
Dorothy Studnicka, secretary
Wally Cordes, treasurer
Weare planning now for our
annual Alumni Tea for Homecoming and are getting the display
cases in our Science Building
ready. The exhibits are alternated
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Several field trips to places of
scientific interest in the vicinity of
San Antonio were taken.
'I

Besides these activities, the
members enjoyed an annual social.
This year it was in February. Refreshments were served and games

Epsilon Chapter
Otterbein College
Westerville, Ohio

Dear Editor:
Epsilon Chapter began this year
with five active members and nineteen associate members. In September we held an introductory
meeting for prospective members.
In October we were invited to a
joint banquet with the pre-medical
society, Alpha Epsilon Delta.
In January we held initiation for
two new active members, Jerry
Beckley and Dick Clark. In February the church organist was a
gUEst speaker and presented an
organ lecture and demonstration
on the "Harmonics of the Organ."
This was an open meeting and very
well attended by the entire college.
In March we held initiation for
four associate members and from
this time on the majority of time
was spent in making preparations
for the National Convention which
was held here on May 12, 13, 14.
We wish to say that we were
glad to see so many delegates here
for the convention and trust they
found Otterbein to be as friendly
as it is known to be.
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The last meeting of the year was
election of officers and initiation
of six new active members. The
officers for next year are: President, Everett Hodapp; Vice-President, Jerry Lingrel; Secretary,
Maureen O'Connell; Treasurer,
Bill Freeman.
Sincerely,
Joanne Yohn
President 1954-55
---0---

Kappa Chapter
Western Illinois State College
Macomb, Illinois

Dear Editor:
Kappa Chapter held its first
meeeting October 12, 1954 with
the Chemistry Department in
charge of the program.
During
homecoming
Kappa
Chapter sponsored a coffee hour
before the parade on October 28.
One of the highlights of the year
was a dinner meeting at a local
church with the Home Economics
Department in charge. The meeting was part of the activities of
Nutrition Week, which was sponsored locally by the Home Economics Department. The speaker
for the program was Dr. Kate
Daum of the University Hospital
at the State University of Iowa.
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Mathematics Department and the
program for the February meeting by the Physics Department.

Faust's cottage on the Chain
O'Lakes. After canoeing, boating
and lunching, we held our meeting
and elected Lois Schlottman, president; Donald Christofferson, vicepresident; and Joanne Nowak, historian.
Doyne Parmalee and
William R uhsam were named as
co-chairman for the National Convention.

At the March meeting seven
actives and four associates were
initiated. Attention was called to
the national meeting at Otterbein
College. The program for the
evening was in charge of the Agriculture Department.
The April meeting was in charge
of the Biology Department.

Other activities of Zeta Chapter
have included a field trip to the
Marshfield Clinic Laboratory, a
talk by Dr. Fox, doctor of pathology at St. Michaels Hospital, and
several movies at regular meetings.

The May meeting was a picnic
followed by election of officers
and a report by the delegates to the
national conference. The delegates
all reported having a very profitable and enjoyable experience in
attending the convention at Otterbein College.

We hope that everyone is thinking about attending the 1956 National Convention here at Central
State College. Come to the heart
of America's dairyland and to the
gateway of Wisconsin's vacation
grounds. We will be looking forward to seeing members of all
Sigma Zeta Chapters next spring.

Sincerely yours,
Elizabeth Nichols
Historian
---01---

Zeta Chapter
Central State College
Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Sincerely,
Mildred Swendrzynski
Historian

Dear Editor:

At the December meeting 18
active and 19 associate members
were initiated. The program was
in charge of the Geography Department, which invited a guest
speaker, Mr. Hampton Long, a
federal conservation agent for our
area.

Zeta Chapter continued its activities for the school year 19541955 with twenty active members,
three associate members and four
faculty members. April 16, 1955,
Zeta Chapter was host to the
Junior Academy of Science. Leroy
Purchatzke, president of Zeta
Chapter, gave the introduction.
Seventeen papers were presented
on science subjects including
lissojou curves, plastics, heredity,
and snooperscopes. The winners
selected were Don Boelter, Merwyn
Hemp, and Kathleen Hable.

The program for the January
meeting was presented by the

On May 25, 1955, Zeta Chapter
held its annual picnic at Mr.

--~o)----

Mu Chapter
State Teachers College
Mankato, Minnesota

Dear Editor:

\,

.

,

...

Mu Chapter had an interesting
and active year during 1954-1955.
We had an initiation of twelve
active and two associate members;
these included two new faculty
members. The initiations included
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several speeches and debates on
"scientific" topics.
Sigma Zeta joined with the
Science Club in participating in the
Homecoming Parade and in the
Charity Carnival. One of the main
events of the year was the active
role which our club played in the
Annual Science Fair and the
Junior Science Academy.
During the year we had several
interesting programs which included a chemical magic demonstration and talks on Civil Defense,
Mountain Climbing, Science Education, and Mathematics. We also
took inspection tours through the
Kato Engineering Co. and the
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. in
Mankato.
Several of the graduating members of Mu Chapter received
fellowships and assi,stantships to
continue their work in science. The
Mu Chapter recognition award was
received by Charles Roessler.
The new officers elected for
1955-1956 were:
Master Scientist-Delphine Daniels.
Vice Master Scientist - Donald
Stenzel
Recorder-Treasurer-Claudia Vosbeck
Editor-Histonian-Darryl Nelson
Weare looking forward to another enjoyable and educational
year for Mu Chapter.
Sincerely,
Claudia Vosbeck
Recorder-Treasurer

